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Strap on Supplies Rather Than Search for Them 

by David Ginsburg 

     Going to your desk to get supplies during class may seem harmless. But the time you spend running 

to, and rummaging through, your desk is time you’re not teaching or supervising students. These 

seemingly innocent desk visits can therefore be a huge drain on efficiency and an invitation for students 

to tune out or act out.   

     At the same time, you’re bound to need lots of supplies during class, so you can’t just stop using 

them. You can, however, store them in a place that’s more convenient than your desk. And what could 

be more convenient than your own body? That’s right, wear your supplies. Or, more accurately, 

something that can hold them. For me, that something was a tool belt.       

     A tool belt is ideal for this purpose, because its many pouches make it easy to keep things organized. 

It’s also remarkably roomy. On a typical day, I loaded my tool belt with a math dictionary, paper clips, 

tape, rubber bands, pencils, overhead pens, index cards, hole punches, a calculator, a compass, a 

protractor, and a train whistle (great for getting students’ attention and transitioning from one activity 

to another). And I still had room for little things that prevented big disruptions, like when a student 

reacted to a paper cut as though in need of a blood transfusion. I just reached into my tool belt, 

whipped out a Band-Aid®, handed it to the “injured” student, and carried on. No fumbling through 

drawers, no pass to the nurse, no words exchanged, and most of all, no instructional time lost.           

     Inspired to run out to the hardware store for a tool belt? If so, great, but what’s most important is the 

rationale for wearing one. Tool belts, after all, aren’t for everyone. But making supplies more accessible 

is. So if you can’t see yourself in a tool belt, consider a vest or smock or whatever suits your style. The 

main thing is that you find a way to store supplies so you don’t squander time searching for them.  

 

 

My signature classroom management aid 
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Sort Papers Rather Than Stack Them 

by David Ginsburg 

     Between lesson plans, handouts, student work, notes from parents, and memos and flyers jammed 

into your mailbox in the main office, you’re no doubt swamped with papers each day. And no matter 

how tidy you are by nature, it’s hard to keep those papers from piling up. That’s why teachers’ desks 

often look like they’ve just been ransacked, and why teachers are often leafing through stacks of paper 

when they should be teaching. To combat this inefficiency, you need a system for processing all the 

paper you deal with. Not just a couple of trays that make your desk look neater, but a system that lets 

you focus more on teaching and less on handling and tracking documents. Here are some components 

of such a system:   

  

1. In- and out-trays for student work. Arrange two sets of stackable trays, one for students to turn 

papers in on their way in and out of class (and for you to place papers in that you collect during 

class) and the other for you to store graded papers until you return them, on a table along the 

side wall near the entrance to your classroom. You’ll need a pair of trays for each class period or 

for each subject if you teach the same students all day (Figure 1 below).  

 

2. Folders for daily instructional documents. Tape heavy duty expandable file folders, one per 

subject you teach, to the sides of your overhead cart (if you have one—otherwise go with your 

desk, a table, or the side of a file cabinet). Each day, load the folders with lesson plans, 

handouts, transparencies, and any other documents you’ll need during class. This simple idea 

will do for your daily documents what a tool belt will do for your daily supplies: move them from 

a remote cabinet or cluttered desk to your fingertips. 

 

3. Containers for administrative documents.  Arrange a row of trays or baskets on a table near the 

entrance to your classroom. Or, better yet, prevent trays/baskets from being knocked over and 

save floor space by mounting plastic wall file holders—available at most office supplies stores—

to the wall (Figure 2 below). You’ll need a separate container for each category of administrative 

papers you deal with. Here’s a possible breakdown:  
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 Students - Urgent.  Notes from parents, field trip permission slips, and any other papers 

students need you to return to them by the end of class. Instruct students to deposit these 

documents into this box instead of dropping them on your desk or handing them to you. 

Then, at an opportune time—e.g., when students are copying notes or working on an 

assignment—you can retrieve, review, and return these papers.    

 

 Students - Non-urgent.  Tardy slips and any other papers submitted by students for your 

records only. Again, instruct students to place these papers directly into this container so 

that you don’t misplace them or waste class time handling them.  

 

 Miscellaneous - Urgent.  Memos, phone messages, and any other papers from your mailbox 

that require your prompt attention, but not during class time.  

 

 Miscellaneous - Non-urgent.  Magazines, brochures, newsletters, handouts from workshops, 

and any other materials that you’d like to read or file but are not time-sensitive.     

 

4. Calendar and containers for past assignments and handouts. Students returning from absences 

are entitled to know what you covered while they were gone. They should not, however, be 

entitled to interrupt you or their classmates to get caught up. To prevent them from doing so, 

record lesson topics and assignments (color coded for each subject) on a monthly planning 

calendar along the side wall near the entrance to your classroom (Figure 3 below). Be sure to 

laminate your calendar so that you can erase and update information using wet-erase overhead 

pens. Next, set up boxes or wall file holders, one for each subject, beneath the calendar. Each 

time you distribute a handout in class, file extra copies in a folder within the proper box or file 

holder. Now when students return from absences, they just need to refer to the calendar to see 

what assignments they missed, and reach into the appropriate folder to obtain them.       

 

5. Mail folders for homeroom students. If you oversee a homeroom, you’re likely to get as much 

mail addressed to your homeroom students as to you. To separate students’ mail from yours, 

set up a box or wall file holder with an individual folder for each homeroom student in 

alphabetical order. Now, instead of distributing mail to students during homeroom, file it in 

their folders so they can pick it up themselves. This not only gives you one less task to squeeze 
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into hectic homeroom periods, but also frees you from having to hold onto—and forget about, if 

not lose—mail for students who are absent.  

 

     This system for organizing papers will not only improve instructional efficiency but can also—in 

combination with a tool belt or other means of wearing supplies—render your desk useless. So much so 

that you might want to do what I did: get rid of it. Of course, a classroom without a teacher’s desk will 

seem strange to students and visitors, so expect lots of questions as to its whereabouts. No problem, 

though. Just hitch up your tool belt—or tug at your smock or vest—and tell the truth: “My desk? I’m 

wearing it.” 
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            Figure 1: Student Work In- and Out-Trays                                 Figure 2: Wall File Holders 
 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 

   
 

                                             
 
                                         Figure 3: Laminated Lesson and Assignment Calendar    

 


